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Discussion 
A comment on Anderson's and TodoroviC's explanations of 
White's effect 
White's effect (White 1979), also known as the Munker-White 
effect, is a lightness illusion that has proven to be especially 
difficult to explain. In a previous issue of Perception, two 
explanations of the illusion were suggested (Anderson 1997; 
Todorovic 1997). Both these explanations are incomplete as neither 
can explain a novel variation of White's display that is presented 
here. 
--------------------Please insert Figure 1 about here---------------------
Figure Ia is a standard White's display consisting of 
alternating white and black stripes onto which two gray bars have 
been superimposed. The gray bar on the left appears lighter than 
the one on the right even though they are both physically identical 
(White 1979). Todorovic (1997) explained White's effect using a 
T-junction rule: " ... a simple qualitative T-junction rule can be 
formulated: the lightness of a patch that shares its borders with 
several other regions, and whose corners involve T-junctions, is 
predominantly a function of the ratio of its luminance and the 
luminance of collinear regions. The direction of the dependence is 
the same as in simultaneous lightness contrast, that is a gray patch 
collinear with white regions will look darker than a gray patch 
collinear with black regions." (page 384, italics his). When this rule 
is applied to Figure Ia (a conventional White's display), it correctly 
predicts that the left gray bar appears lighter than the right. 
Figure lb has been constructed so that it has the identical T-
junction structure as Figure la. As TodoroviC's rule is based solely 
on T-junctions, it predicts for Figure lb the same result as it 
predicted for Figure 1 a: that the left gray bar should appear lighter 
than the right. 30 out of 33 naive observers did not find this to be 
the case, reporting either that the left gray bar appeared darker (17 
observers) or the same (13 observers) as the right. Todorovic's 
explanation of White's effect is therefore incomplete. 
Anderson (1997) also suggested a lightness theory: "When 
two aligned contours undergo a discontinuous change in the 
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magnitude of contrast, but preserve contrast polarity, the lower-
contrast region is decomposed into two causal layers." (page 420, 
italics his). For the above quote Anderson defined the term 
"contour" as "a step function in a stimulus luminance profile" (page 
420). Using his theory he explained White's effect as follows: 
"Consider the luminance relationships that arise at the T-junctions 
in the Munker-White display. The aligned contours along the top of 
the T -junction preserve contrast polarity, but the contrast of one of 
the edges is reduced relative to that of the other. .. The thesis 
forwarded here is that the Munker-White illusion is the consequence 
of a perceptual scission that splits the lower contrast region along 
the top of the T into multiple sources." (page 428, italics his). 
Anderson goes on to state that this decomposition could give rise 
either to a perception of transparency or to a perception of 
inhomogeneous illumination. He claims that either way the gray bar 
on the black stripe will appear lighter than the gray bar on the white 
stripe. Anderson's theory successfully explains why in Figure la (a 
conventional White's display) the left gray bar looks lighter than the 
right. 
Figure l b was derived from Figure 1 a in such a way that any 
aligned contour in Figure 1 a that underwent a discontinuous change 
in its magnitude of contrast was preserved in Figure lb. Since 
Anderson's lightness theory (quoted previously) is expressed in 
terms of such contours, Anderson's model predicts the same illusion 
in Figure 1 b as it does in Figure 1 a: that the left gray bar should 
appear lighter than the right. As previously noted, 30 out of 33 
naive observers did not find this to be the case, which indicates that 
Anderson's theory is incomplete. 
A key difference between Figures 1 a and 1 b appears to be the 
presence of horizontal illusory contours that connect the collinear 
ends of the black bars in Figure 1 b. It is possible that these illusory 
contours convert the T-junctions in this Figure into implicit X-
junctions. A similar suggestion has previously been made by 
Watanabe and Cavanagh (1993), although not with regards to 
White's effect. 
The percept derived from Figure lb does not deny that T-
junctions are an important consideration in lightness calculations. 
Rather, it emphasizes the possibility that operations produced 
locally at T-junctions may be overruled by more global factors. The 
FACADE model discussed in Grossberg (1997) and Kelly and 
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Grossberg (2000), which directly addresses White's effect, 
formalizes this idea. These articles illustrate how in a White's 
display illusory contours can overrule local T-junctions. Figure lb 
emphasizes that any complete explanation of White's effect must 
include such global considerations. 
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Figure 1. The conventional White's display (a) and a novel variation (b). All 
four gray bars are physically identical. In subplot (a), the left gray bar appears 
lighter than the right (White 1979). In subplot (b), 30 out of 33 naive observers 
reported either that the left gray bar appeared darker (17 observers) or the same 
( 13 observers) as the right. Since corresponding gray bars in the two subplots 
have identical junction structure, no theory based solely on junctions can 
explain why White's illusion is perceived in subplot (a) but not in subplot (b). 
